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Synopsis

In this work, we present the use of synchotron x-ray microcomputed tomography (microCT) as a valida-

tion dataset for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). DTI data were acquired of a post-mortem mouse brain.

After metal staining, synchrotron microCT data of the sample were acquired, with 1.2 µm isotropic res-

olution across the whole brain. Orientation distribution functions were calculated from the microCT

data using structure tensor analysis, and tractography was performed on the anterior commissure tract.

Comparisons with tractography results from the diffusion MRI data show good agreement.

Introduction

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) is a powerful, non-invasive tool for characterizing neurological tissue

microstructure on a macroscopic scale and is widely used in both research and clinical settings [1, 2].

New methods of reconstructing orientation distribution functions (ODFs) from DTI data are rapidly

being developed, each seeking to identify and model the distribution of distinct, sub-voxel axon fiber

populations [3].

Efforts to validate both ODF reconstruction methods and tractography results have typically relied on

serial optical histology [4–8]. This requires the labor-intensive process of physically sectioning, staining,

and optically scanning hundreds of slices of the tissue of interest. The slices are necessarily at least 10-
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20 times thicker than the achievable in-plane resolution (~5000 nm vs. ~250 nm), yielding non-isotropic

volumetric reconstructions; distortions introduced by sectioning further limit the ability to align the slices

and extract faithful information on the 3D orientation of fiber populations.

We are demonstrating the use of synchrotron micro computed tomography (microCT) as an alterna-

tive validation dataset. MicroCT allows for isotropic, nondestructive, 3D imaging of whole mouse brain

specimens at sub-micron resolution, with the potential ability to resolve every axon in the brain.

Methods

MRI data were acquired of a perfusion fixed control mouse brain. The brain was imaged with a Bruker 9.4

T magnet, using a 3D diffusion-weighted SE sequence at 150 µm isotropic resolution covering 30 directions

and a b-value of 3000 s/mm2. The FSL tool DTIFIT was used to estimate the principal diffusion directions

and other tensor parameters. Deterministic tractography was performed with Trackvis to visualize the

anterior commissure.

After MRI scanning, the same specimen was stained with uranyl acetate, osmium tetroxide and lead

citrate in preparation for microCT imaging. Data were acquired at beamline 32-ID of the Advanced Pho-

ton Source at Argonne National Lab. The volume was reconstructed at 1.2 µm isotropic resolution using

a mosaic sinogram-stitching method [9]. Voxel-wise local fiber orientation estimates were calculated from

the microCT data using structure tensor analysis [4,10]. These estimates were binned across ROIs the size

of single MRI voxels and represented both with a tensor model, and as orientation distribution functions

expanded on a basis of real spherical harmonic functions up to a maximum degree of 16. Determinis-

tic tractography was performed with Trackvis on the tensor model, and probabilistic tractography was

performed with MRTrix on the ODF model to visualize the anterior commissure tract in the microCT data.

Results

Figure 1 shows the results of deterministic tractography calculated with Trackvis using a tensor model
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from the MRI data. Figure 2 shows a representative, full coronal slice of reconstructed microCT data,

while Figure 3 displays visualizations of the ODFs calculated with structure tensor analysis in an ROI

containing the anterior commissure. Figure 4 shows the results of both deterministic tractography from

the tensor representation and probabilistic tractography from the ODF representation of the microCT

data.

Discussion

The tractography results from the microCT data show good qualitative agreement with those from MRI,

verifying the accuracy of the local orientation estimates. Both determinsitic and probabilistic methods

were able to recover the general shape and orientation of the anterior commissure. The probabilistic

tractogram shows more variance in the paths of the streamlines. Future segmentation of the individual

axons in the microCT data will allow us to quantify the true dispersion within the tract.

Conclusion

These preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility and advantage of using microCT as a DTI validation

dataset. The natively isotropic resolution of the microCT data allows for the direction calculation of local

orientation estimates without the need for deconvolution and other pre-processing steps necessary for

correcting anisotropic distortions in histology data. Additionally, microCT is a non-destructive, whole-

brain imaging modality, which greatly simplifies the image registration process needed for quantitative

validation.

The potential to segment individual axons across the whole brain without the need for neural tracers

will provide an unparalleled ground-truth dataset for MRI tractography validation. The stains used in

preparation for microCT imaging are also used for contrast in serial electron microscopy. Accordingly,

this work is part of an effort to develop a full validation pipeline for DTI, using imaging techniques with

resolution spanning six orders of magnitude (mm to nm) applied in series to the same tissue. This pipeline
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is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 1: a) Overview and b) Close-up of results from determinstic tractography of the anterior commis-
sure, calculated from a tensor fit of the MRI data.
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Figure 2: Representative coronal slice of the microCT data.

Figure 3: Sample ROI from a coronal slice of microCT data, showing ODF reconstructions along the
anterior commissure. Major peaks in the ODFs generally align with the visual orientation of the fiber
tract.
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Figure 4: Tractography results from the microCT data. a) Deterministic tractography, calculated with
a tensor fit and b) Probabilistic tractography, calculated with an ODF fit. The streamlines for both
models follow the same general shape and orientation as those in Figure 1, validating the accuracy of the
underlying orientation estimates.
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Figure 5: Demonstration of full validation pipeline. (a) In vivo MRI. (b) Ex vivo MRI. (c) Ex vivo
microCT. (d) Zoom-in sequence of microCT. (e) Zoom-in sequence of EM with lowest resolution scales
matching microCT. The lower-resolution modalities will give global context and potentially function while
guiding higher-resolution sampling. Note that in this figure, while the CT and EM images are of the same
brain, the MRI is not.
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